Vascular access for hemodialysis: current perspectives

Abstract: A well-functioning vascular access (VA) is a mainstay to perform an efficient hemodialysis (HD) procedure. There are three main types of access: native arteriovenous fistula (AVF), arteriovenous graft, and central venous catheter (CVC). AVF, described by Brescia and Cimino, remains the first choice for chronic HD. It is the best access for longevity and has the lowest association with morbidity and mortality, and for this reason AVF use is strongly recommended by guidelines from different countries. Once autogenous options have been exhausted, prosthetic fistulae become the second option of maintenance HD access alternatives. CVCs have become an important adjunct in maintaining patients on HD. The preferable locations for insertion are the internal jugular and femoral veins. The subclavian vein is considered the third choice because of the high risk of thrombosis. Complications associated with CVC insertion range from 5% to 19%. Since an increasing number of patients have implanted pacemakers and defibrillators, usually inserted via the subclavian vein and superior vena cava into the right heart, a careful assessment of risk and benefits should be taken. Infection is responsible for the removal of about 30%–60% of HD CVCs, and hospitalization rates are higher among patients with CVCs than among AVF ones. Proper VA maintenance requires integration of different professionals to create a VA team. This team should include a nephrologist, radiologist, vascular surgeon, infectious disease consultant, and members of the dialysis staff. They should provide their experience in order to give the best options to uremic patients and the best care for their VA.
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Introduction

In the past, one of the major problems and causes of failure in hemodialysis (HD) was represented by the lack of good vascular access (VA). After the introduction of the Cimino–Brescia fistula, in the last few decades, the advent of prosthetic arteriovenous graft (AVG) and central venous catheters (CVCs) has given physicians the opportunity to choose the most appropriate VA for HD patients. However, the native arteriovenous fistula (AVF) remains the first choice for VA, especially because of the infectious and thrombotic complications more frequently associated with AVGs and CVCs. Due to improved HD technique and a better treatment of comorbidity, dialysis patients now have a higher life expectancy. Aging of HD patients requires an improvement in performing VA so that it is able to last decades.

Epidemiological data on VA use in incident and prevalent end-stage renal disease patients across countries have shown a considerable variation in patient VA preference. In particular, patient preference for a catheter varies across countries, with preference ranging from 1% of HD patients in Japan and 18% in the United States, to 42% and 44% in Belgium and Canada.
Arteriovenous fistula (AVF)

The AVF needs to be planned at least one or two months before starting HD, a time required for the proper maturation of the VA. A correct flow-chart should include a preoperative phase, an operative phase, and a postoperative one.

Clinical and instrumental evaluation is necessary to decide the type of VA, the technical approach, and the correct follow-up to handle complications as early as possible. To preserve the vascular system, it is important to avoid blood withdrawals or intravenous infusions from the arm and forearm, and to use the veins of the hands for these purposes.

The preoperative phase of AVF includes accurate collection of medical history, physical examination, and instrumental evaluation. Anamnestic collection should investigate about heart diseases, to assess any alteration in cardiac output. Indeed, as a consequence of AVF, there may be changes in blood flow, pulmonary pressure, and cardiac output, especially when the blood flow of the AVF is greater than 2,000 mL/min. Previous arterial and/or venous catheterization needs to be investigated for the high risk of central vein stenosis with consequent reduced venous output of the future VA. It is important to identify the dominant limb in order to avoid a limitation of the patient’s quality of life.

The physical examination is aimed to investigate arterial and venous system functioning and therefore exclude the presence of any edema, surgical scars, radial, ulnar and brachial pulses, and superficial venous circles. The Allen test should be performed to evaluate an abnormal vascularization of the palmar arch.

The gold standard to decide on the type and location of VA is the duplex ultrasound scan. It allows the assessment of the arterial and venous diameters; a vein diameter ≥2 mm and an artery diameter ≥1.6 mm are considered adequate. These two parameters are predictive of AVF maturation.

According to the guidelines of the National Kidney Foundation (NKF-K/DOQI), the site order for the surgical intervention of AVF for HD is the following: forearm (radio–cephalic or distal AVF), elbow (brachio–cephalic or proximal AVF), arm (brachial–basilic AVF with transposition or proximal AVF).

The AVF directly on the wrist is considered the gold standard for VA. It is relatively simple to create, and since there is a low incidence of complications, the long-term patency rates are excellent and do not preclude the possibility of future access. Different types of arteriovenous anastomoses are possible: side-to-end of the vein on the artery, laterolateral, terminalized side-to-side, side-to-end of the artery on the vein, and end-to-end (Figure 1). The most common is the anastomosis of the vein side-to-end of the artery.

The patency rate for distal access at 1 year, reported in the literature, varies from 56% to 79%.

The second treatment option is represented by the proximal AVF. It has the advantage of employing major caliber autologous material, which facilitates both the making up of the access and the subsequent venous cannulation for the use of access, as well as a higher patency rate compared with distal ones. However, it is characterized by a higher rate of complications such as steal syndrome and arterial alterations in cardiac output.

The brachio-basilic AVF also requires an additional technical procedure; that is, the superficialization of the basilic vein. This can be done in two stages, with the advantage of handling a vein which is already “arterialized” and therefore more resistant, but with the drawback of a more delayed use of the access.

One-year patency rate for proximal accesses reported in the literature varies from 70% to 84%.

Before starting to use the AVF, a waiting time is needed in order to obtain structural modifications of the vein wall which consist of “arterialization” as a result of the turbulent flow. According to the guidelines NKF-K/DOQI 2006, an access can be defined functional when the flow is >600 mL/min, the vein has a minimum diameter of 0.6 cm and does not exceed the depth of 0.6 cm, and the margins are clearly identifiable. The timing related to the achievement of these characteristics ranges from 1 to 3 months from surgical intervention of AVF. To evaluate the abovementioned parameters, a careful clinical and instrumental monitoring

![Figure 1 Native radio- cephalic arteriovenous fistula for hemodialysis, with latero-terminal anastomosis.](https://www.dovepress.com/1302-28247-g3576)
Arteriovenous graft (AVG)

This type of VA consists of an AVF made with prosthetic interposition between an artery and a vein, with two purposes: the first is to be able to link two vessels which would not be possible to connect due to their distance, and the second is to interpose between an artery and a vein a high capacity prosthetic segment that can also be used for the insertion of HD catheters.

AVG is the second step of treatment, following the AVF made with native vessels. In selected cases, an AVG is indicated as the first line of treatment, such as in cases of paucity of autologous material and/or for a short predictable period of hemodialytic treatment (children),17 or in patients with short obese limbs, where the superficial veins are deep in the subcutaneous tissue, and finally in patients with extreme vascular fragility (thrombocytopenic purpura), where the simple venous puncture produces wounds and serious hematomas.18

The prosthetic AV access has been the most common access for dialysis in the US. This is related to several reasons and to a nihilistic attitude on the part of access surgeons that contributes to the underutilization of autogenous access sites.19-21 However, there are many efforts in the US and Canada to reverse this trend, as several studies suggest greater morbidity of AVG compared with autogenous access.19-25

For optimal AVG planning, a clinical evaluation of the upper limb is necessary. Skin integrity, presence of superficial veins, which imply a central vein occlusion, and the presence of peripheral pulses should be evaluated. The second step for optimal planning is the duplex ultrasound exam. Vessel mapping is very important to reduce secondary surgical or endovascular procedures.26

Duplex ultrasound provides indications on upper limb artery patency and on the presence of stenosis or occlusions that could be treated before restoring an adequate flow. Outflow study is needed to evaluate vessel patency and diameter, which are predictive factors of failure.

Silva et al27 applied preoperative duplex ultrasound of both arterial inflow and venous outflow and concluded that a minimal vein diameter of 4 mm was required for a successful polytetrafluoroethylene-vein anastomosis.

Graft materials

Prosthetic AV grafts are classified as either biological or synthetic. In general, biological prostheses are of limited availability, expensive, and of variable size and quantity (Table 1). Benedetto et al28 described a technique to rescue surgery of autologous AVF using bovine mesenteric vein, with good results. These can be placed in the forearm, the arm, and the thigh, and can have a straight, curved, or loop configuration.

Although insertion sites in the upper limb are preferred because of the lower risk of associated sepsis, when the upper-limb sites are exhausted, the thigh is the next favored site.29,30 Slater and Raftery31 reported a cumulative graft patency of 80.5% at 2 years, with no graft loss due to sepsis, in a series of 22 thigh grafts inserted in 21 patients. However, Englesbe et al32 reported a less favorable experience: 27% of the femoral AV grafts were lost for sepsis, with an overall secondary patency rate of 26% at 2 years. When implanted in the thigh, the graft can have a straight, looped, or curved configuration.

Forearm grafts with loop configuration yield greater overall patency rates and require fewer revisions than forearm grafts with straight configuration.33 Axillary loop
grafts are indicated when more distal options for VA are exhausted or when the risk of steal syndrome is extremely high (Figure 2).

**AVG complications**

Functional survival of AVG is much shorter than with AVF. The natural course of AVG is thrombosis due to venous stenosis caused by neointimal hyperplasia. The increased production of smooth muscle cells, myofibroblasts, and vascularization within the neointima is the main cause of thrombosis. There is also angiogenesis and numerous macrophages in the tissue around the graft.34

Growth factors such as platelet derived, vascular endothelial, and basic fibroblast growth factors are present within the neointimal lesion. Thrombosis of an AVG is usually the result of multiple factors, such as stenosis, hypotension, and excessive compression for hemostasis. The risk for thrombosis increases with decreasing blood flow.35 The influence of the anastomotic angle upon hemodynamics has been investigated using a porcine aortic model with 8 mm polyurethane interposition grafts and an end-to-side configuration. Distal anastomoses were created, with angles of either 90°, 45°, or 15°. Both the 90° and 45° configurations displayed a zone of recirculation at the anastomosis, while the 15° anastomosis displayed no flow disturbance.36

To reduce the risk of graft thrombosis, the use of dipyridamole, sulfinpyrazone, ticlopidina, and combined aspirin and dipyridamole has been proposed.37 Although these agents showed a low rate of serious bleeding in dialysis patients, there is no definitive evidence of their efficacy.37 The effect of fish oil on synthetic HD graft patency was studied in a recent clinical trial. The authors showed that daily fish oil ingestion failed to reach the primary outcome since it did not decrease the proportion of grafts with loss of native patency within 12 months. However, other secondary outcomes such as graft patency, rates of thrombosis, and interventions, were improved.38

AVP infections are serious complications and are the second leading cause of dialysis access loss. The incidence of HD-related bacteremia is more than tenfold higher in AVGs than AVFs: 2.5 episodes per 1,000 dialysis procedures versus 0.2.39 Patients must be more careful about their hygiene because it seems to be the most important modifiable risk factor.40

The critical issues in the management of AV graft infection are the need to eradicate infection and to achieve HD with reduced morbidity. Treatment involves intravenous antibiotics and total graft excision in septic patients or when the graft is bathed in pus; subtotal, when all of the graft is removed except an oversewn small cuff of prosthetic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological</td>
<td>Denatured homologous vein allograft</td>
<td>Caution should be exercised in patients at high risk for infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cryopreserved saphenous vein</td>
<td>Safe alternative for patients with a history of multiple failed synthetic grafts.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bovine heterografts – typified by SGVG 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human umbilical vein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheep collagen grafts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Dacron® (E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE, USA)</td>
<td>This fluorocarbon polymer has become the prosthetic graft of choice. Stretch ePTFE is preferable to standard ePTFE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTFE</td>
<td>Higher graft survival for the bioprosthesis versus ePTFE (82% versus 50%; P&lt;0.04) over a period of 20 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Procol® (Hancock, Jaffe, Laboratories, Irvine, CA, USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bovine mesenteric vein graft, which closely resembles the human saphenous vein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ePTFE, expanded PTFE; PTFE, polytetrafluoroethylene; SGVG 100, SynerGraft Vascular Graft Model 100.
material on an underlying patent vessel; and partial, when a limited portion of AVG is removed and a new graft is inserted through adjacent sterile tissue.\(^{41}\)

Pseudoaneurysms should be referred to a surgeon for resection when they are \(\geq\) 2 times wider than the graft or rapidly increasing in size or when the overlying skin appears under duress.\(^{42}\)

Ischemia as a result of access placement is more common for AVGs than AVFs: vascular steal syndrome and ischemic monomelic neuropathy are two important clinical entities to be distinguished. Endovascular treatment with stent grafts in complicated access, in AVFs as well as in AVGs, is a simple, safe, and rapid ambulatory procedure that enables treatment of both the aneurysm and its accompanying draining vein stenosis. It enables continued cannulation of the existing access and avoids the use of central catheters.\(^{43,44}\)

**Central venous catheters (CVCs)**

CVC represents a good choice, especially when urgent or emergent HD is required either at the time of initiation of renal replacement therapy or when a permanent access becomes dysfunctional.\(^{45}\) These devices are universally available, can be inserted into different sites of the body, and maturation time is not required, allowing immediate HD.

Preferable locations for insertion are the internal jugular and femoral veins, and in the third instance, the subclavian vein (Table 2). Ultrasonography accurately locates the target vein and also provides information about venous pressure and the presence of intravascular thrombi. Its use should therefore be an integral part of central venous catheterization.\(^{46}\)

**Internal jugular vein (IJV)**

The IJV represents the first choice for CVC insertion for several reasons (Table 2). First of all, it is a large superficial vein that has easy ultrasound visualization. Moreover, the straight course into the superior vena cava or right atrium, without any corners, reduces the requirement for screening during insertion and allows high blood flow for HD. The lower part of the IJV lies behind a triangle formed by the junction of the sternal and clavicular insertions of the sternomastoid muscle and the clavicle. This triangle is used as a surface landmark (Figure 3).

Normally, the vein lays anterolaterally to the artery, but in a small percentage of patients, the vein is immediately anterior to the artery or even medial to it (Figure 4).\(^{47}\) Therefore, for the significant anatomical variation in the vein and its course, percutaneous ultrasound-guided technique for IJV access has become the standard practice.\(^{48}\)

Traditionally, the vein has been located by the landmark technique; however, ultrasound guidance is now recommended as the preferred method for insertion of CVCs into the IJV in adults and children in elective situations (Figure 5).\(^{49}\) For the insertion of a CVC into the IJV, the patient should be optimally positioned, with a 10° head-down tilt (Trendelenburg position) to help distend the vein and reduce the risk of air embolism.\(^{50}\)

It may be safer if the patient’s head is in the neutral position. Furthermore, the vein can lie directly above the carotid artery, increasing the risk of arterial puncture. A very modest degree of rotation of the head away from the side to be cannulated may be necessary, but extreme rotation is best avoided as it may reduce vein diameter.\(^{51}\) Indeed, head rotation can cause the IJV to move laterally in relation to surface landmarks and become more difficult to locate.\(^{52}\)

There are two different main approaches, according to the visualization of the needle during its entry into the vein, using ultrasound guidance: in-plane and out-of-plane, placing the probe on the vein long axis or short axis. Recently, it has been shown that the lateral short axis in-plane technique has virtually no limitations, ensuring most benefits, and for this

---

**Table 2 Central vein approaches for dialysis catheters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Vein</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages or complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First choice</td>
<td>Internal jugular vein</td>
<td>Best with ultrasound</td>
<td>Medium infection risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Right side gives more chance to correct blind catheter tip placement</td>
<td>Medium bleeding risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower bleeding risk</td>
<td>Uncomfortable when not tunneled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No need for radiological control after insertion</td>
<td>Higher infection risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second choice</td>
<td>Femoral vein</td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher thrombosis risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third choice</td>
<td>Subclavian vein</td>
<td>Lower infection risk</td>
<td>Poor catheter performance when patient sits up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(avoid proximal or terminal arteriovenous fistula in the same side)</td>
<td>Suitability for subcutaneous tunneling and port access</td>
<td>Higher bleeding risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher pneumothorax risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher thrombosis risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Blind” procedure that cannot be guided with ultrasound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reason, it should be considered as the first-line technique for IJV cannulation.\textsuperscript{53}

The common method for direct insertion into the great veins is the Seldinger technique, using a guidewire over the needle. With this technique after the vein is entered, the guidewire is advanced into the vein and the needle is removed. Once the guidewire has been passed, it is important not to insert too far. Indeed, it may irritate the right atrium and cause arrhythmias, most commonly atrial ectopics. Then, before inserting the catheter, a dilator needs to be passed over the guidewire, using care to not cause vein trauma.\textsuperscript{54}

The length of the catheter inserted via the right IJV is typically 15 cm, whilst it should be 17 cm via the left IJV. Ideally, for temporary catheters, the tip should lie outside the right atrium, and its position should be checked during the procedure with electrocardiography, or on a post-procedure chest radiograph, before starting HD. For tunneled cuffed catheter, one of the two tips should lie inside the right atrium, whilst the other tip should lie 1 cm above, outside the right atrium.

**Femoral vein**

The femoral vein is considered the second approach for inserting temporary dialysis catheters in inpatients. The advantage is lower bleeding risk, and moreover, radiological control after insertion is not required (Table 2). However, X-ray verification may be useful for longer-term access to ensure that there is no kinking and that the catheter tip has not entered lumbar vein or other branches. The landmark technique was described for the first time by Hohn and Lambert in 1966. The patient is in a supine position and abducts and externally rotates the thigh. The point of needle insertion into the femoral vein is situated below the inguinal ligament (approximately 2 cm) and medially to the beating of the femoral artery. The needle is inserted cephalad at an angle of 10°–15° dorsally in relation to the frontal plane and slightly medially in relation to the sagittal plane, and it is usually entered at about 2–4 cm deep. The abovementioned Seldinger technique is used also for the femoral vein.

The Valsalva maneuver is used to increase femoral vein diameter. The optimal location of the distal tip of catheters inserted through the iliac veins should be the inferior vena cava or the right atrium. However, the majority of standard catheters (20 cm long) reach the iliac veins, and this position of the tip can cause increased blood recirculation. It should be taken into consideration that longer catheters increase the resistance of blood flow. For the permanent CVCs in femoral veins, a possible alternative is the external abdomen location of a cuffed catheter, as a variant of the normal external leg location (Figure 6).

**Subclavian vein**

The subclavian insertion of the catheter is considered the third choice because of the high risk of subclavian thrombosis with complication to create a VA in the ipsilateral arm (Table 2).
Historically, the supraclavicular subclavian catheterization was realized by Yoffa.\textsuperscript{55} The objective of this technique is to puncture the subclavian vein in its superior aspect just as it joins the IJV. The correct identification of the clavisternomastoid angle formed by the junction of the lateral head of the sternocleidomastoid muscle and the clavicle is mandatory. Active raising of the patient’s head may make this landmark more apparent. The needle is inserted 1 cm lateral to the lateral head of the sternocleidomastoid muscle and 1 cm posterior to the clavicle and directed at a 45° angle to the sagittal and transverse planes and 15° below the coronal plane, aiming toward the contralateral nipple.\textsuperscript{56} The needle bisects the clavisternomastoid angle as it is advanced in an avascular plane, away from the subclavian artery and the dome of the pleura, entering the junction of the subclavian vein and IJV. The right side is preferred because of the lower pleural dome, more direct route to the superior vena cava, and absence of thoracic duct. The Trendelenburg position is recommended to decrease risk of air embolism and to potentially help to distend the vein, as the subclavian vein is not bound by fascia on its superior aspect. To further minimize complications, the needle bevel should be facing down prior to insertion, attempts should cease after 2–3 unsuccessful tries, and most importantly, the clavisternomastoid angle must be clearly identified prior to insertion. The main disadvantages are higher bleeding and pneumothorax and thrombosis risk. Moreover, a “blind” procedure cannot be guided with ultrasound (Table 2).

**CVC complications**

Caution needs to be used in implanting and management of CVCs, since their use is associated with a high risk of complications.\textsuperscript{56} Complications associated with CVC insertion range from 5% to 19%.\textsuperscript{57,58} Insertion complications include vascular injury (arterial puncture, pseudoaneurysm, and AVF), hematoma, air embolism, pneumothorax, and malposition. Generally, all these complications are limited to accidental arterial puncture when ultrasound guidance is used.\textsuperscript{55,59}

Arterial puncture is a common risk during vein cannulation, since veins run alongside arteries. Even if the risk is higher for femoral than for jugular and subclavian veins, the complications of subclavian arterial puncture are much more severe, as the vessels cannot be compressed manually from the outside of the body because they lie under the clavicle, and this leads to hemothorax in severe cases.

The risk of pneumothorax is greatest in the subclavian area due to the proximity of the pleura to the vein, with an incidence rate of 2%–3% with this approach.\textsuperscript{57}

Indwelling complications are infection, thrombosis, catheter pinching/kinking, and fracture with possible embolization. Infections are discussed elsewhere. The risk of thrombosis is lower in the IJV, slightly higher in the subclavian vein, and still higher in the femoral vein.\textsuperscript{60} Classically, thrombosis is more likely where there is the combination of low blood flow, turbulence, and increased coagulopathy. The severity of thrombosis depends on the sites of location. Indeed, thrombosis of superficial veins in the forearm causes mild morbidity, whereas femoral venous thrombosis may cause life-threatening pulmonary embolism.

Another complication is stenosis of veins that may occur over a period of time, after damage to the vein wall due to infection or mechanical stress. The risk of stenosis is reduced if the catheter lies in the center of a big vein with a high blood flow away from junctions with other veins.

Puncture of the carotid artery during attempted IJV cannulation can cause emboli of atherosclerotic tissue into...
the brain, with the severe consequences of a stroke. Arterial emboli from the subclavian and femoral regions are less dangerous to the patient.

Infections are more common in the femoral region due to the proximity of the perineum, whilst the subclavian vein probably causes less infection than the IJV.77

Since an increasing number of patients have implanted pacemakers and defibrillators, usually inserted via the subclavian veins and superior vena cava into the right heart, a careful assessment of risks and benefits should be taken. The access site should be on the opposite side to where the implanted device lies wherever possible. However, there is a risk of superior vena cava syndrome due to thrombosis of the vessel secondary to placement of CVCs or pacemakers.61

Temporary and permanent dialysis catheter
CVCs for HD are essentially of two types: acute (non-tunneled) catheters and chronic (tunneled) catheters. The choice between placement of an acute/temporary or a chronic/permanent catheter should be based on several factors: duration of use, bacteremia, and patient conditions.

Acute dialysis catheters are non-cuffed, non-tunneled catheters used for immediate VA. They are primarily used for acute renal failure in bed-bound patients, and for short-term use in patients with malfunction of permanent access. Long-term use of acute catheters is not recommended, but does occur, with acceptable infection rates, in dialysis centers where tunneled, cuffed catheters are not available. Most acute catheters are made of polyurethane, available with larger lumen sizes and capable of delivering blood flow rates over 300 mL/min following NKF-K/DOQI guidelines.

Concerning the indwelling time for catheter access, the acute catheter lacks a subcutaneous cuff, and it should be restricted to the first 1 or 2 weeks of HD, knowing that beyond 1 week, the infection rate increases exponentially. Moreover, guidelines recommend that temporary catheters should remain in place no longer than 5 days at the femoral vein.5

A chronic catheter has a subcutaneous cuff which is placed in the subcutaneous tissue near the insertion site of a tunneled catheter and allows for fibrous sealing of its skin entry; this provides a barrier against infection by preventing migration of bacteria down the outer surface of the catheter, and the catheter can potentially be used for months to years. Insertion of a cuffed, tunneled catheter is recommended as soon as it is known that prolonged renal replacement therapy (more than 2 weeks of HD) is needed.

Catheter materials
Materials play an important role in terms of indwelling time of the catheter. During the past decade, there has been an emergence of technological advancements in the design of dialysis catheters in an attempt to reduce catheter malfunction, decrease infection rates, and improve their long-term efficiency. The availability of plastic polymers such as polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, and fluorocarbons (polytetrafluoroethylene) provided tubing that began to meet many of the properties required for intravascular implantation. These materials are relatively thrombogenic by present day standards and also quite rigid, contributing to endothelial injury.62

Polyvinyl chloride may be rendered more flexible by adding plasticizers, but these compounds elute into blood, with the possibility of unwanted biological effects and progressive hardening of the catheter. In the early 1940s the development of silicone polymers provided materials that offered greater biocompatibility and stability for long-term implantation, particularly due to reduced thrombogenicity.63

By the early 1960s, medical grade silicone tubing had become commercially available – a significant advance in the evolution of clinical and experimental vascular catheters.64 More recently, developments in biocompatible polyurethane materials have provided catheter materials with physical properties superior to silicones.65

Today, the most important materials used for CVCs are silicon and polyurethane, both of which are biocompatible and durable. There is no significant difference in the overall duration of function between silicone and polyurethane catheters; however, it has been observed that the infection rates were 3.6 per 1,000 catheter-days for silicone catheters and 3.5 per 1,000 catheter-days for polyurethane catheters.66

The main difference between these materials is that polyurethane has a higher tensile strength than silicone, which allows catheters to be manufactured with a higher inner lumen and same outer diameter, improving in that way the overall catheter flow rate. Perhaps, due to the thinner walls, polyurethane catheters are more prone to kinking, although industry has already overcome this problem, offering kink-resistant double-lumen polyurethane catheters with flows greater than 400 mL/min.67

One strategy aimed at reducing infection rates in acute catheters was the addition of an antimicrobial coating effective against pathogens. A study by Rupp et al68 demonstrated a protective effect in the prevention of bacterial colonization when comparing protected with unprotected catheters.
Protected catheters were able to reduce bacterial colonization of the catheter by 44% and catheter-related bacteremia by 79%.68,69

Currently, many new dialysis catheters are being developed in an effort to decrease thrombosis and infection rates and to prolong the long-term outcome of catheterization. Thrombosis has long been a problem with dialysis catheters. One way this problem has been addressed is by the evolution of material technology. A transition has been made using polyurethane or Carbothane™ (a polyurethane/polycarbonate copolymer; the Lubrizol Corporation, Wickliffe, OH, USA) rather than silicone because it allows for better catheter resistance and softness, while still maintaining a large internal diameter.

Recirculation is another important issue with chronic HD catheters. Correct tip positioning and design are two key points to reduce or prevent recirculation.

In our experience, retrograde tunneling improves the ability to ideally position the catheter tip, cuff and hub, and split-tip design, with both lumens placed in the right atrium. Retrograde tunneling has always been a good option to provide high blood flow with less recirculation, overcoming limits of some step-tip catheters, mainly due to the distance between arterial and venous port.

Recently, the latest technology has been able to provide a unique tip design, featuring ports that are reversed with respect to conventional step-tip (or staggered-tip) catheters. In fact, the arterial intake port, which is located at the distal tip of the catheter, is positioned in the lower right atrium and the venous outflow port is 6 cm proximal to the arterial port. The positioning of the arterial port directly above the inferior vena cava, in combination with the port spacing, minimizes recirculation, maintaining the advantages of the correct tip positioning of a retrograde catheter.

**Vascular access (VA) infections**

Patients with end-stage renal disease requiring dialysis with VA through CVC are at increased risk of infection. Infection is responsible for the removal of about 30%–60% of HD CVCs, and hospitalization rates are higher in CVC patients than AVF patients.70 Furthermore, CVC dialysis patients face a risk of death from infection, 41% higher than those using AVF.71

Catheter-related infections can be localized or systemic. In the first case, the infection may affect the CVC insertion site or may spread to the subcutaneous route. Exit-site infection has the highest incidence in hemodialyzed patients, especially in short-term CVC patients. It is characterized by erythema, tenderness, induration, or exudate within 2 cm from the exit site. In tunnel infection erythema, tenderness, induration, or exudate are present at more than 2 cm distance from the exit site or along the subcutaneous route of the tunneled CVC.72

The most dangerous infectious complication is catheter-related bloodstream infection (CRBSI), associated with high rates of morbidity and mortality, and adding excessive costs to the care of these patients.73 A systematic review highlighted how patients using CVC for HD face a higher risk of CRBSI compared with patients who use it for other reasons.74

In the United States in 2007–2008, the rate of pooled men access-related bloodstream infection in HD patients with a central line was 1.05 cases per 1,000 catheter days.75 In order to cause infections, microorganisms have to access the extra-luminal or intra-luminal surface of the catheter, where they merge with a biofilm. Microorganisms reach the CVC through the percutaneous route at the time of insertion or a few days afterwards, or they can contaminate the catheter hub (and lumen) when the catheter is inserted over a percutaneous guidewire or when it is later manipulated. The first instance is most frequently the cause of short-term CVC infections, whereas the second is responsible for intraluminal colonization of long-term catheters. Less frequently, organisms are carried hematogenously to the implanted CVC from remote sources of local infection or contaminated fluids.76

The pathogens which are mainly responsible for infections are *Staphylococcus*, Gram-negative enteric bacilli, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, and *Candida* spp.77 These pathogens are similar in that they can form a biofilm on the CVC walls, which makes them very resistant to antibiotic action.

Exit-site infections without fever may be treated with local antibiotic application, and if the patient does not recover from infection, they will be treated with systemic antibiotics. If the antibiotic fails, the catheter should be removed. Tunnel infections demand CVC removal and systemic antibiotic treatment. Systemic infections such as bloodstream infection are definitely more critical, and they are also harder both to diagnose and to treat.

The chance that a patient with CVC may have developed a CRBSI must be taken into account whenever there is fever, shivers, or hypotension and, furthermore, any other possible causes of infection are lacking. Several diagnostic methods allow us to diagnose CRBSI. Most of them use quantitative or semi-quantitative cultures of CVC segments or blood cultures taken simultaneously from the CVC and from a peripheral vein.78

A simple method that can be carried out in most laboratories is based on the assessment of the positivization...
time difference of cultures with the same blood quantity taken simultaneously from CVC and peripheral vein: the positivization of a blood culture taken from CVC, at least two hours earlier than that taken from a peripheral vein indicates CVC related sepsis.79

In patients undergoing HD who have a tunneled CVC, the CRBSI diagnosis is more complicated, since carrying out peripheral blood cultures is made harder because of both the lack of accessible peripheral veins and the need to avoid puncturing veins that in the future could be used for the creation of an AVF. Other complications are linked to frequent fever onset during dialysis. In this case, there may not be a remarkable difference in bacterial concentration between the blood taken from a peripheral vein and that taken from a CVC (or dialysis circuit) because all blood goes through the CVC. Moreover, in an outpatient setting, there may be delays in blood sample incubation, and in addition, it would prove even more difficult to exclude any other possible causes of infection.80 CRBSI in HD patients presents a series of characteristics that may result in a different treatment compared with that of other patients.

The guidelines of Infectious Disease Society of America,73 of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence,81 and the position statement of European Renal Best Practice62 provide detailed advice about CRBSI prophylaxis and management.

In the case of CRBSI, it is necessary to medicate promptly with antibiotics and to take into consideration CVC removal. The required therapy depends on several factors, among which a major role is played by the patient's clinical conditions, the kind of catheter (short or tunneled), and the availability of a new site for the insertion of a new catheter, and last but not least the pathogen responsible for the infection.

In the case of patients with a non-tunneled CVC having fever and mild-to-moderate diseases (no hypotension or organ failure), it is not strictly necessary to remove the CVC. It is essential to carry out blood cultures both from CVC and peripheral vein and to consider an antibiotic therapy that will be necessary in case of positive blood cultures.

In the case of seriously ill patients (hypotension, hypoperfusion, or signs and symptoms of organ failure) with a non-tunneled CVC, blood cultures from the CVC and peripheral vein must be carried out, and the CVC must be removed and inserted in a new site or exchanged over a guidewire; antibiotic therapy must be initiated promptly. The tip of the removed CVC must be sent for culture, and in the case of a positive result, the new CVC should be replaced again.

CRBSI patients with a tunneled HD catheter may be managed in different ways. It is possible to keep the CVC and start an antibiotic therapy. However, this strategy is saddled with the frequent recurrence of bloodstream infection at the end of the therapy and by a high probability of failure.

Better therapy results are obtained with the removal and the substitution of the CVC. Catheters should be exchanged as soon as possible and within 72 hours of initiating antibiotic therapy in most instances, and such exchange does not require a negative blood culture result.6

Even though the catheter substitution is clinically advised, prior to the removal of a catheter in HD patients it is necessary to make sure that a new site is available for the insertion of a new catheter. A strategy to maintain the catheter in situ is to join the systemic therapy with the lock therapy for 3 weeks.

Antibiotic lock therapy consists of the instillation of a highly concentrated antibiotic solution into an intravascular catheter lumen for the purpose of sterilization in order to treat CRBSI, minimize associated complications, and avoid catheter removal.83 An evaluation of the efficacy of such therapy must be carried out 3 days later. If, after this period, fever, bacteremia, or fungemia still persist, it is necessary to remove the CVC and continue the systemic treatment. If there is no fever and the cultures are negative, the systemic therapy will be continued and joined to the lock therapy or, alternatively, the CVC will be substituted on a guidewire.

The empiric antimicrobial therapy must be wide spectrum and active against Gram-positive (especially staphylococci) and Gram-negative bacilli. Empiric antibiotic coverage for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria should be provided. If the patient shows different risk factors for candidemia (such as previous use of antibiotics or steroids, previous abdominal surgery, or parenteral nutrition), the use of antifungal medication is required. A more specific therapy will be started as soon as the data about the isolation and sensitivity of the responsible pathogen is available.

The ideal antibiotic for the treatment of HD CRBSI must 1) be active towards those pathogens that are usually responsible for infection; 2) have a fast bactericide action; 3) have concentration-dependent action; 4) not be cleared via the kidneys; 5) have a long biological half-life that allows a single, daily administration after HD; and 6) have a good capacity of penetration into the biofilm.

Cefazolin is particularly effective in the case of infection from methicillin-sensitive staphylococci, whereas daptomycin has features that make it particularly indicated in the case of methicillin-resistant staphylococci. Against
Gram-negative, the best antibiotics are ceftazidime, aminoglycosides, and carbapenems, whereas echinocandins and liposomal amphotericin B will be used in CRBSI deriving from fungi.

The therapy duration varies in relation to the isolated pathogen and to the removal or keeping of the CVC. Short therapies (5–7 days) are sufficient for the treatment of CRBSI provoked by coagulase negative staphylococci if the catheter is removed, while longer treatments (up to 4–6 weeks) are necessary for CRBSI with complications (suppurative thrombophlebitis or other metastatic infections such as lung or brain abscesses, osteomyelitis, and endocarditis) from Staphylococcus aureus.

Several interventions have proved to be effective in CRBSI prevention. The core interventions for bloodstream infection prevention in dialysis facilities are indicated by Atlanta Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in nine recommendations regarding continue efforts to reduce the use of a catheter for HD to a minimum: periodic surveillance for bloodstream infection, hand hygiene observation, catheter/vascular access care observation to assess staff adherence to aseptic technique when connecting and disconnecting catheters and during dressing changes, staff education and competency, patient education/engagement, catheter reduction, chlorhexidine for skin antisepsis, catheter hub disinfection, the application of antibiotic ointment or povidone-iodine ointment to catheter exit-site change.

Conclusion
A well-functioning VA remains the Achilles’ heel of HD and is essential, since a good VA translates into an efficient HD procedure. Expenditures for access care constitute a large fraction of the total cost of caring for HD patients. The creation of an acceptable VA does not always result in permanent access availability because of numerous complications. Difficulties in maintaining VA are the main challenge for nephrologists and nurses operating in dialysis units. Proper VA maintenance involves good cooperation between medical care personnel and patients. A full understanding of the etiology of access failure requires an evaluation of numerous factors, including patient demographics, fistula type, and patient compliance with fistula care. An important cause of VA failure is acute and chronic thrombosis. For this reason, to prevent thrombotic events of VA, it is important to monitor biomarkers of coagulation activation. Several biomarkers have been studied, such as thrombin–antithrombin (TAT), D-dimer, von Willebrand factor, PAI-1 (plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 antigen), and soluble p-selectin. A recent comparative study performed in 70 HD patients showed that TAT, D-dimer, von Willebrand factor, p-selectin, and hsCRP (high-sensitivity C-reactive protein) were all elevated in patients on HD compared with controls. However, only TAT levels increased and inversely correlated with primary assisted patency and secondary patency.

Despite emerging vascular graft technologies and permanent cuffed catheters, the basic autogenous AV fistula described by Brescia and Cimino remains the first choice for chronic HD. It is the best access for longevity and lowest association with morbidity and mortality. For this reason, guidelines from different countries strongly recommend AVF use.

Once autogenous options have been exhausted, prosthetic fistulae become the second option of maintenance HD access alternatives. CVCs have become an important adjunct in maintaining patients on HD. However, their use is linked to higher rates of infection and could compromise dialysis adequacy.

The main factors leading to high use of catheter as chronic access in some countries suggest that VA patient preference may be influenced by sociocultural factors. Indeed, catheter preference was greatest among current and former catheter users, suggesting that one way to reduce barriers to successful use of AVF may be to avoid catheter use whenever possible.

Moreover, the fistula-first/catheter-last approach to the optimal access type for HD was recently revised due to the existence of selection bias in studies comparing clinical outcomes by VA type. In particular, it was observed that healthier patients are more likely to use an AVF for HD, whilst patients who need urgent dialysis and who are ineligible for fistula are more likely to use a CVC. Therefore, the true risk attributable to access type may be masked by this selection bias. However, some author observed that after adjustment for health status, the advantage of AVF still persists.

In conclusion, proper VA maintenance requires integration of different professionals to create a vascular access team. Such a team should include a nephrologist, radiologist, vascular surgeon, infectious disease consultant, hematologist, and members of the dialysis staff. They should provide their experience in order to give the best options to uremic patients and the best care for their VA.
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